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Dear Ms. Cole: 

On July 8, 2011, our office filed, subject to a claim of confidentiality that Florida Power 
& Light Company (FPL) submitted on the same date, the prefiled testimony and exhibits ofOPC 
witnesses Dr. William Jacobs and Mr. Brian Smith. Because FPL had not screened the pre filed 
testimony to identify the precise portions to which its claim relates, we did not provide "public" 
versions of the testimony and exhibits at the time of the initial filing. 

On July 29, 2011, FPL filed its "Request for Confidential Classification of the Testimony and 
Exhibits of William Jacobs (Request)". In its Request, FPL identifies specific portions of the 
prefiled testimony and exhibits of Dr. Jacobs that FPL asserts to be confidential. FPL provided 
with its Request a redacted version of Dr. Jacobs' testimony and exhibits. In a letter 
accompanying the pleading, FPL stated that it does not regard any portion of the prefiled 
testimony of Mr. Smith as confidential. 

COM ~ In view ofFPL's Request, OPC is filing today the original of the public versions of the 
-:-testimony and exhibits of Dr. Jacobs and Mr. Smith, along with a CD containing these 

~A ~cuments in electronic format. The public version ofDr. Jacobs' testimony and exhibits 
~~ects the same redactions as Exhibit B to FPL's request. Pursuant to FPL's letter, Mr. Smith's 
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Please contact me if you have any questions or need additional information. Thank you 
for your assistance. 
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B I. INTRODUCTION

9 a. PLEASE STATE YOUR I{AME, TrrLE AND BUSIFIESS AI}DRESS.

10 A. My name is Brian D. Smith. I am a Senior Project Manager at GDS Associates, Inc. My

business address is 1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800, Marietta, Georgia 30067.

13 A. PLEASE SUMMARTZE YOIIR EDUCATION AND EXPERruNCE.

14 A. I received a Bachelor of Industrial Engineering in 1981 from the Georgia Institute of

15 Technology. I arn a registered professional engineer in the state of Florida and I have

t6 twenty-nine years of experience in electric utility planning activities. This includes time

t7 spent working for municipal utitity planning deparhents as well as my association with

18 GDS where I have worked as a power supply and utility system simulation consultant. I

79 have been responsible for the development and analysis of integrated resource plans and

20 for computer simulation of utility production operations and financial operations.

2l Particular emphasis has been on economic feasibility studies of alternative power suppty

22 resources. MyresumeisincludedasExhibitBDS-I.
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fi. SUMMARY OF TESTIMOiYY

WIIA'T IS THE PI]RPOSE OF YOTIR. TESTIMOFIY?

In my testimony, I will identif and describe a means of using the same infomation that

FPL has presented to approximate the extent to which the uprate projects are projected to

be economical or uneconomical for customers. My testimony dovetails with that of Dr.

V/illiam Jacobs. In his testimony, Dr. Jacobs describes shortcomings in the methodology

that FPL witness Dr. Steven Sim employs when assessing the long term economic

feasibility of FPL's EPU uprate project. Dr. Jacobs makes the pointthat withFPL's

currentmethodoloW,inwhich a comparison is made betweenrevenue requirements

associated with a resource plan that includes the uprates and those of a resource plan that

does not include the uprates, the exclusion of amounts spent on the uprate project to date

(so-called o'sunk costs") from the capital costs of the 'with uprate" plan that FPL

includes in the comparison--when coupled with a rapidly increasing estimate of the cost

to complete the projects-- causes distortions in the exercise to determine whether the

uprates are cost-effective to customers.

III. REVIEW OF'F'PL'S ANALYSIS

WIIA:T XS YOT]R T]NDERSTANDING OF TIIE APPROACH TI{AT F'PL USES

TO EVA.LUATE TIIE F'EASIBILITY OF'TIIE EPU PROJECT?

FPL's calculations involve the use of computerized simulations to model the manner in

which FPL's system would operate to meet projected customer needs under two

alternative resource plans and quantifu the revenue requirements of each of the plans over

time. The objective of each plan is to add generating capacity when needed to maintain
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O' FPL's targeted minimum reliability criteria over time. One resource plan incorporates the

EPU uprate projects as the means for satisfuing near term increases in demand, while the

other plan does not. FPL's analyst expresses the total revenus requirements of each plan

in terms ofthe cumulative net present value of those costs. He then compares the

cumulative net present value figures. If the cumulative net present value of the revenue

requirements associated with the resource plan that includes the uprates is lower than the

cumulative net present value of the revenue requirements of the resource plan that does

not include the uprates, then FPL concludes the project is economically feasible.

\NTFIAT IS WRONG WITH TI{AT APPROACH?

As Dr. Jacobs describes, each time FPL has produced a comparison of revenue

requirements (beginning in 2009), FPL has excluded the capital costs of the uprates that it

has already spent. Presumably, for ratemaking purposos FPL will not propose to exclude

this amount: instead, FPL will expect to eam a return on it. Accordingly, the comparison

of resornce plans that FPL perfonns for the long term feasibility analysis understates the

revenue requirements associated with the uprates that it will seek to collect from

customers.

NSN'T TITIS TREATMEFIT OF'O.SUNK COSTS,, AND "TO GO COSTS' AN

ACCEPTEI} METI{OI} OF'ASSESSING TIIE COST-EF'f,'ECTIVEFIESS OF A.

PROJECT?

It is appropriate to exclude sunk costs in typical cost-effectiveness evaluations. In this

instance, where estimated costs to complete continue to increase, excluding amounts
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spent to date in each annual evaluation has the potential to distort the measrnement of

cost-effectiveness. In his testimony, Dr. Jacobs discusses this aspect of the choice of

economic feasibility methodologies in more detail.

WON'T FFL ASSERT TIIAT TIIE 3'SUNK COSTS" CAi{'T BE SIIBTRACTED

FROM TIIE SAVINGS, EECAUSE TIMY WOULD ALSO APPEAR IN THE

ALTERNATIVE RESOURCE FLAN AS COSTS TO BE RECOYERED F'ROM

CUSTOMER.S EVEFI IF'TTTR UPRATE PROJECT IS NOT CONSTRUCTED?

The assertion that the o'sunk costs" must be excluded from the comparison because they

would show up in both resource plans, and therefore cancel ou! is dependent on the

assumption that the sunk costs would be fully recoverable-i.e., would be amortir-ed and

earn a return-in the altemative plan to the sarne extent as they would be in the resource

plan that includes the uprate project. If previous costs were prudently incurred and are

allowed to be included in rate base, then excluding them in current and future feasibility

analyses is appropriate. This rationale would not hold, however, if the Commission were

to deterrnine that a portion of the costs of the uprate project should be athibuted to

imprudence and should be disallowed, because in that instance the disallowed costs (and

associated revenue requirements) would not appear in both resource plans" In his

testimony Dr. Jacobs will recommend such a disallowance and explain the basis for his

recommendation. However,the exclusion of "sunk costs" is only one aspect that renders

FPL's methodology inappropriate for its EPU projects.

Q. WHA:[ IS THE OTFIER FACTOR TrIAT AX'FECTS FPL'S

METHODOLOGY?

A.

+

0,
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f1\-/ t A. The other equally important factor is that the estimate of overall capital costs and 'to

2 go" costs have increased each time FPL has produced a feasibility analysis. It is the

3 combination of excluding past expenditures while also increasing projected costs of

4 completion that can result in unreliable indications of cost-effebtiveness. Under FPL's

5 approach, the faster the utility spends, the better able it is to show that a project of

6 significantly increasing costs remains- feasible. I agree with Dr. Jacobso statement that

7 v/hile FPL's method of comparing the present value of revenue requirements may be

8 suitable for a project of known and stable costs, it is a poor choice for assessing its

9 volatile and uncei.tain EPU projects.

10

rV. ALTERNATE EVALUATION METHOI)

a. EARLIER yOU SAID IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE Tm SAME INT'ORMATION

1,3 THAT F'PL PRESEN'TS TO APPR.OXIIuA*TE TIIE TRUE COST-

14 EF'F'ECTIVENESS OF TI{E PR.OJECT. PLEASE E)(PLAIN HOW TFIIS CAI\ BE

15 DOI\E.

16 A. FPL's Dr. Sim expressed the streams of future costs of competing resource plans in

17 present value tenns, then compared the two resulting present value fi.gures. By "present

18 value terms," I mean that he discounted the stream of future revonue requirements so as

19 to measure them in 2011 dollars. The "amounts spent" that have been excluded from the

2A oomparison were expended very recently. These past spent amounts can be expressed in

21, present value terms, such that they are quantified and measured on the same basis as are

the revenue requirements ofthe resource plans being analyzed. To illustrate, it is

possible to express the present value of the revenue requirements for the term of a

22

&
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multiyear plan in 201 I dollars, then also convert amounts spent in 2009 and 2A1,0 to 2011'

dollars. Assuming that the amounts spent to date are included in rate base and allowed to

earn aretum over the life of the project, there would be a stream of annual capital-related

revenue requirements associated with the oosunk costs." I have used FPL's response to

OPC's Interrogatory No. 59 as an example of how the present value of future reveoue

requirements compares to the actual amounts of capital expenditures. I have included an

edited version of that response as Exhibit BDS-2 to my testimony. Column 2aonthe

exhibit shows FPL's projection of the annual revenue requirements (in nominal dollars)

associated with the EPU project capital investment. Using the discounting factors shown

in column 1, I have converted the values in column 2atnto 2011 dollars. These values

are shown in column 6 which I added to FPL's table. Summing the annual present value

arrrounts results in a total present value of $2.17 billion. This present value of revenue

requirements is associated with the $1.78 billion "going forward" capital costs that FPL

included in its evaluation. This demonstrates that the present value of revenue

requirements associated with a capital expenditure is greater than the actual expenditure.

I will conservatively assume, however, that the present value of revenue requirements

equals the actual expenditure for the remainder of my testimony. To gauge whether

customers are receiving a net benefit or a net cost from an overall perspective, one can

approximate the effects of the present value of capital-related revenue requirements

associated withthe amounts previously spent by expressing the amounts previously spent

:rr.201.1 dollars and adding them to the present value of the costs of the resource plan with

the uprates before comparing the costs of the two resource plans. Since FPL has already

compared the costs of the two plans and concluded there is a positive benefi.t, one can
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subhact the amounts spent to date (measured in 2011 dollars) from the present value of

the claimed savings benefit (also measured in 2011 dollars) and determine whether the

resulting figure is positive or negative. If it is positive, then the project is cost-effective

even when both the rapidly increasing estimates of '1o go" costs and the past

expenditures are accounted for. If it is negativg then customers are "in the hole" by the

amount of the difference.

CAN YOU NLUST'R,ATE TIIE ADDITIONAL STEF THAT I{AYE

DESCRIBED?

Yes. I will use round figures to keep the explanation simple. Assume that the revenue

requirements of the rosource plan that includes the uprate projects over a period of 33

years have been calculated and then discounted backto apresent value, rn20l1 dollars,

of $100 million. Next assume the corresponding cumulative present value of the resource

plan that does not include the uprate projects is $125 million. FPL would contend that

customers would save (on a net present value basis) $25 million dollars through the

uprate projects. However, pursuant to FPL's methodology, this conclusion ignores the

amount of money that FPL has spent on the projects and on which it will expect a

return-which will be reflected in revenue requirements. Therefore, to gauge better the

cost-effectiveness of the projec! one can subtract the amount spent to date from the

claimed 'osavings" figure. If, for instance, FFL spent $20 million in the past two years

(assume the original amount has been adjusted as necessary to express the amount in

2011 dollars), the additional step I describe would be to subtract the $20 million of

"amounts previously spenf' from the $25 million of claimed net savings resulting from
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the comparison of the two resource plans. The result in this example would be the

indication that the projects are cost-effective, but only in the amount of approximately $5

million. lf on the other hand FPL had spent $35 million to date, then the calculation

would be to subtract the $35 million from the $25 million of claimed savings that resulted

from FPL's "CPVRR comparison" exercise. hr this example, doing so would result in

the conclusion that customers are actually worse offby approximately $10 million, in

present value terms, at this stage ofthe project, even though FPL claims the project is

economically feasible.

T{AVE YOU APPI,IED YOI]R METHOD TO TIIE TNFORMATION T'X{AT F'PL

E{A.S PR.OVII}ED WITH ITS F'EASIBILITY ANALYSIS?

Yes. At Exhibit SRS-8 his testimony, Dr. Sim reports the results of the comparison of

the two resource plans, using medium fuel and medium environmental compliance cost

assumptions to be positive for customers in the amount of $622 million on a present

value basis. At page 20,he states that he has removed $700 million of amounts

previously spent from the resource plan that includes the uprate projects. Expressed in

2011 dollars, and based on a spending profile of $347 million n2009 and $353 million

in 2010, the amounts already spent total $778 million. Subtracting the already spent

amount of $778 million from the claimed savings amount of $622 million demonstrates

that the impact on customers can be conservatively estimated as a negative $156 million

forthe medium fuel and medium environmental compliance cost case.
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No. However, it does mean that the Commission should adopt a method of viewing the

project that will enable it to identify and disallow costs that exceed the maximum amount

that would be cost-effective for customers.

CAI{ YOU R,ECOMMEFID A WAY IN WI{ICH SUCH A MAXIMUM AMO{JF{T

CAN BE IDE}ITIF'trED?

Yes. For its evaluation of the feasibility of Turkey Point units 6 &,7,FPL used a

breakeven analysis. I suggest that asimilar approach could be used to identiff a

maximum amount of EPU related cost that should be included in FPL's rate base. FPL

should be directed to produce a breakeven analysis that identifies the amount of EPU

invesknent that can be included in the "nuclear" resource plan in order to yield the same

Cumulative Present Value of Revenue Requirements ('CVPRR") as the'onon-nuclea"r"

resource plan. For purposes of this discussion, the'onuclear" resource plan is the one in

which the EPU project is included. The "non-nucleaf'resource plan is the one in which

the EPU project is not included and is the one against which the huclear plan is

compared. The breakeven EPU investment amount should be the maximum amount

allowed to be included in rate base and should include all dollars spent beginning n2409

for the project. This would protect FPL's rate payers from costs (associated with the plan

that FPL has identifi.ed as its least cost choice) that exceed those associated with what it

has identified as its second best choice.

DOES THAT CONCLT]DE YOI]R. TEST'IMONY?

Yes, it does.

9
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Brian D" Smith GDS Associates, Inc,

Senior Project Manager Page 1 of4

EDUCATION: Bachelor of Industrial Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology, 1981

o

PROFESSIONAT REGISTMTION: Registered Professional Engineer- State of Florida

PROFESSIQNALMEMBER.SHIP; InstituteoflndustrialEngineers

EXPERIENCE:

Mr. Smith has twenty-eight years experience in electric utility planning including time spent as a staff

member of municip-at uiitid planning departments prior to his association with GDS as a power

supply and system simulation consultant. He hai been responsib-le for the_development and

an"iyii" of intbgrated resource plans and for computer simulation of utility production operations and

financial operaiions. particular emphasis has been on economic feasibility studies of alternative

power supply resources and projeciion" of wholesale supplier rates based on cost of service aswell

as market forecasts. Mr. Smith-has also been involved-in the auditing of incrementalenergy cost

billing calculations for retail customers.

1987 to Present - GDS Associates, Inc.

As Senior Project Manager in GDS'Modeling department, responsibilities inclu.de data research,

database preparation, aid computer simulation of investor-owned and cooperative utility systems

using integrated planning software (including resource expansion.optimiz.ation)- He is also

resp6nsibl6 for projecting regional maiket prices that are used for project justification

Mr. Smith has modeled the production systems and construction programs of investor-owned and

cooperative utilities using either indusiry standard planning software or detailed spreadsh-e-et

models. tndustry standard planning softwire utilized for projeCtwork includes Strategist, PROMOD'

and MarketPower.

1985 to 1987 - Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia " Atlanta, Georgia

As Generation Planning Engineer, was responsibleforproduction costing simulation PROMOD, for

operations budgeting. Wls a 
.member 

of team responsible for customizing and installing
pnoscngeru tflnoyistrategist) system. participated in joint planning activities with other regional

utilities.

1981 to 1985: Jacksonville Elcetrie Authority " Jaeksonville, Florida

As Generation Planning Engineer, was responsible for production costing simulation, using
pROMOD, for budgeting purfoses and analysis of alternaiive power resources. Participated in

development of PCiar"id'"oipor"te financial model. As Load Research Engineer, was responsible

for sample design, coordination of data collection equipment installation and removal, and statistical

GDS Associates, Inc. . 1850 Parlorvay Place'Suite 800'Marietta, GA 30067

7 7 0-425-81 O0 . Fax 7 7 O 426-0303 . brian. smith @g d sassociates. com

Marietta,GA. Austin,TX. Aubum,AL. Madison,lM . Manchester,NH. Augusta,ME 'lndianapolis,lN'www.gdsassociales'com
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Brian D. Smith
Senior Project Manager

GDS Associates,Inc'
Page2of 4

analysis of electric consumption data. Analysis contributed to cost of service studies and energy

management program evaluation.

Speeifie Project Experience Includes:

East Texas Etectric Gooperative, Inc. - Participated in preparation of Request for Proposals for
power supply resources, Coordinated communications with potential RFP respondents and

conducted evaluation of submitted proposals.

Produced periodic projections of wholesale rates of investor-owned utility power suppliers.u.sj.lg

Strategist.' Conducted- economic feasibility analysis of load transfers from one electric reliability

councilto another. Prepared loan application for construction financing requirements.

Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. - Modeled production and financial systems to support

financial forecast. Assisted in preparation of RFPs for power supply, evaluated responses to R.Ffs,

participated in regulatory review ahd approval process. Evaluated impacts on members associated

with reductions in sales.

North Garolina Electric Membership Gorporation - Member of project team assembled to

evaluate alternative uses of power resources. Responsibilities included data research, database

preparation and computersimutation of investor-orvned utilities, aswellas cooperative utilitysystem'

using a customized PROSCREEN ll integrated planning system.

Participated in audit of energy bills from wholesale supplier.

Blue Ridge Power Agency - Projected wholesale rates of investor-owned power supplier'

Georgia Public Service Gommission - Assisted in review of Georgia Power Company's Request

for Pr6posal (RFP) procedure, including economic evaluation of resource proposals' Focused on

proposal representation and modeling methods.

Member of team responsible for review of Georgia Power Company's 1995, 1997, and 2001

Integrated Resource Plans. Assisted Commissionitaffwith Strategistanalyses of company'sfiled
expansion plans.

Seminole Electric Gooperative, tne. - Participated in review of coop's planning procedures and

modeling methods.

Department of Public Utitities, Wallingford, CT - Modeled utility system in order.to evaluate power

supply alternatives. Analyzed financial impa"is of each alternative in orderto rank options on basis

of economics.

GDS Associates, Inc.. 1850 Parkway Place . Suite 800'Marietta, GA 30067

7 7 O -425-81 O0 . Fax 7 7 0426-0303 . b rian. sm ith @g dsassociates. com

Madefta,GA. Austin,TX. Auburn,AL. Madison,W. Manchester,NH. Augusta,ME . lndianapotis,lN'twvw.gdsassociates.com
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Brian D. Smith
Senior Project Manager

GDS Associates,Inc.
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Grand lsland, Nebraska Electric Department- Participated in formulation of the city's lntegrated

Resource Plan. Designed resource sireening modeland comprehensive modelof city's production

and financial operations.

A-Gounty Electric Power Association - Evaluated proposals received in response to 4-County

Request for Proposals. Analyzed impacts of switching power suppliers on other customers of

current supplier.

Lafayette, Louisiana Utilities System - Modeled the production and financial operations.of the

utility system. Designed and implemented models to analyze resource options at bus-bar and on an

integrated basis. Participated in preparation of Integrated Resource Plan.

South Mississippi Electric Power Assoeiation - Developed spreadsheet screening models for

analysis of power supply options received in response to Request for Proposals.

Air Liquide America Go. - Modeled generating resources and load requirements of the Electric

Reliabitity Council of Texas. Developed power market clearing prices and dispatch forecast.

Tenaska Power Co. - Modeled generating resources and load requirements of the Electric

Reliability Council of Texas. Developed power market clearing prices and dispatch forecast.

$tate of Hawaii - Modeled investor owned utility systems. Analyzed potential impacts of market

power.

Anatyzed feasibili$ of various levels of renewable generation technology'

Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc. - Modeled investor owned utility system' Developed

projections of retail customer class rates. Reviewed AEC staff analysis of bids received in response

to solicitation for power.

Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. - Developed screening modelfor analysis of power

supply options received in response to Request for Proposals. Modeled utility system using

Strategist for detailed integrated system analysis.

Nucsr Gorporation - Audited incremental ehergy billing calculations and procedures of electric

service provid"r. Reviewed and recreated houriy billing records for a multi-year service period.
prepared forecasts of expected electric service curtailments under contract provisions for service

interruptions

GST Steel Gorporation - Calculated power cost over charges due to outage of power supplier

generating resource.

GDS Associates, Inc, . 1850 ParkwayPlace. Suite 800 . Marietta, GA 30067

7 7 0-425-81 O0 . Fax 7 7 0426-030 3 . brian. sm ith @gdsassociates.com
Marietta,GA. Austin,TX. Auburn,Al. Madison,Ulllr Manchester,NH. Augusta,ME . lndianapolis,lN'www.gdsassociates.com
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Senior Project Manager
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Big Rivers Electric Corporation - Produced supply-side resource evaluation for lntegrated
Resource Plan.

Gentral Electric Power Corporation - Conducted simulation of power supply contracts to
determine impacts on members.

Gorn Belt Power Cooperative - Compared cost of continued asset ownership to purchased power

contract.

Citizens Utility Board of Wisconsin - Calculated impacts to ratepayers associated with sale of
investor-owned generating asset.

Kiewit Mining Group, Inc. - Produced forecasts of ERCOT market prices to support asset fuel
pricing analysis.

American Municipal Power - Ohio, Inc. - Produced production simulation of all PJM entities to

support analysis of market restructuring..

Go-Owners of Arkansas Goal Projects - Produced evaluation of impacts associated with

interruptions in fuel supply.

Old Dominion Electric Gooperative - Developed triennial Market Power Screen analytics included

in FERC filings.

PRIOR TESTIMONY OFFERED :

Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri, Case No. EC-99-553, GST Steel Companyvs-
Kansas City Power & Light Company Relating to Overcharges to GST Resulting from Generating

Station Explosion, November 1999

Georgia Public Service Comrnission, Docket Np. 13305-U and Docket No. 13306-U, In the Matter of
Ceorgia Power Company's Application forApproval of and Integrated Resource Plan and Savannah

Electric and Power iompany;sApplication forApproval of an Integrated Resource Plan Relating to

Review and Evaluation of the Companies' lntegiated Resource Plans on Behalf of the Gommission

Staff Adversary Team, May 2001

Wisconsin Public Service Cornmission, Docket No. 5-El-1 36, In the Matter of the Application for All
Approvals Necessary for the Transfer of Ownership and Operational Control of the Kewaunee
Nuclear Power Plant From Wisconsin Public Service Corporation and Wisconsin Power and Light

Company to Dominion Energy Kewaunee, Inc. on Behalf of Citizens Utility Board, May 2004.

Georgia Public Service Commission, Docket No. 31081, In the Matter of Georgia Power Compant's

2010-lntegrated Resource Plan on behalf of Georgia Public Service Commission Public lnterest

Advocacy Staff, May 2010.

GDS Associates, Inc. . 1850 Paikway Place : Suite 800 . Marietta, GA 30067

77 0425-81 O0 . Fax 7 7 O 426,0303 . brian. smith @gdsassociates. co m
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